Practice With Us!

N'DI MADU
NO N'ULO

Onye dere akwu kwua bu: Ndidi Egeonuigwe
Onye gosiri akwu kwua bu: Frankiluz Guzmán-Moyer
Onye duzu akwu kwua bu: Catherine Crowley
Supported by: Smile Train
Mama, Daddy, Ada, Rita, na Adindu iru ahịa.
Ọ na ewute Ada, Rita, na Adindu na ọlụ dị taa.
Ha laa n'ulo tìnye tọlọtolo
tòro ùto n'ime ite.
Ha tinye dodo.
Ha nuru uto tolotolo na dodo.
O di nma na toro uto.
Na Monday, Ada, Rita, na Adindu wetara mmiri, tɔlɔtɔlo, na dodo na ahja.
"Ūtutù ṣomá ndì m. Were nu tọlọtolo, dodo, na mmiri. Ò e mere ya na ḫụ nanya."
Ṇⴷị madụ na hụrụ na toọọtọlo n’odo ahu toọọ ụtọ
Ṇdì ọ bụ na aṅụli ọ bụ.
Ha dara Ada, Rita, na Adindu ḷma.

"Daalụ Ada!"

"Daalụ Rita!"

"Daalụ Adindu!"
Mama na Daddy hụrụ Ada, Rita, na Adindu.

Mama, Daddy, Ada, Rita, na Adindu maara na ọlọ a mma.
Hu ndi maduf no na ulo n'anya.
The People at Home

Written by: Ndidi Egeonuigwe
Illustrated by: Frankiluz Guzmán-Moyer
Directed by: Catherine Crowley

Ada, Rita, and Adindu love to eat.
Ada, Rita, and Adindu learn to make food at home.

Mommy, Daddy, Ada, Rita, and Adindu reach the market.

Ada, Rita, and Adindu see workers.
The workers are sad. The workers are very skinny. They have many children.
They are very skinny. They work with their parents.

It bothers Ada, Rita, and Adindu that the workers are skinny.

They go home and add tasty turkey into the pot.
They add plantain.
They taste the turkey and plantain.
It is good and tasty.

On Monday, Ada, Rita, and Adindu bring water, turkey, and plantain to the market.
“Good Morning my people. Take the turkey, plantain, and water. It was made with love.” - Ada

The people see the tasty turkey and the plantain. The workers rejoice.
They embrace Ada, Rita, and Adindu.
“Thank you Ada Ada!” “Thank you Rita!” “Thank you Adindu!”

Every morning, Ada, Rita, and Adindu bring food to the market. The people love to eat.
Mommy and Daddy see Ada, Rita, and Adindu.
Mommy, Daddy, Ada, Rita, and Adindu know that this work is good.

Love the people close to home.
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